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This spreadsheet contains data on Sherlockian pastiches, parodies and related fiction.  A few, additional items are included so as to make explicit their rejection as fitting the categories of the database or to emphasize the fact that their contents have not yet been incorporated individually.  Items not appropriate to the database are generally marked as “not wanted” in the “COND” column.

The individual columns used in this spreadsheet are as follows:

	AUTHOR;


This column is entered as Last Name, comma, First Name, Middle Initial for the first, listed author.  Additional authors are listed in parentheses or may be listed as “(with/w/& Firstname Lastname).”  Aliases, pen names and other such items are listed in parentheses.  In many cases, these are all that is available and the listing is simply “(Wakizashi)” or some such entry.

When the pen name is the only author given in the article, this column is usually entered, for example, as “Porter, William Sidney (as O’Henry).”  These are the intended entry forms.  Mistakes may occur and should be brought to the attention of the author. 
 
	De Waal #;


This column is used to cite the number(s) under which this item is listed in “The Universal Sherlock Holmes” by Ronald B. De Waal and George Vanderburgh.

If no number is cited, this item is probably not listed there (no guarantees).

	Story Title:


This is the title under which the item was published.  In some case, it is only a working title or an assigned name where no title was supplied.

	Past:


This is a four-character code that denotes one (or more) of the following items:
	The Christ (J. Finley) Code for one of the Canonical stories
	A four-character code assigned by me to denote one of the Apocrypha.
	A four-character code, assigned by me, to denote one of the Untold Tales.
	A four-character code that denotes some specialized activity/interest area (eg: BRID, SAIL for Bridge or Sailing).


These codes are all listed in my article “Codes for the Apocrypha and the Untold Tales” in Shoso-In Bulletin Volume 14, 2004.  A copy of an expanded version of that article will accompany this explanatory sheet.

	COLLECTION/SOURCE;


This field is used for several purposes.  
	If this item is part of one or more anthologies, these are listed here, with the # of this item in the collection (ie: My Sherlock Holmes #04).
	If this item is a chapter in another work, the main title is listed here.
	If an author has produced a series of related works, this column is used to specify the sequence of publication (eg: A Johnson #5, etc…).
	If the item is part of some series (ie: SHPUN999), this column is used to order these related items in an appropriate sequence.


Note that when multiple entries are made in this column, Items in my personal collection are entered in Bold/Underline format, so as to identify which listed article is cited in the COND field (column F).

	COND;


This field is used to show the condition of the primary copy of this item in my personal collection.  All items are assumed to be common paperbacks and the condition values available are as follows. 
1.	 “XF”	Extra fine, as new.
2.	 “VF”	Very Fine, minor markings, scuffs, etc… .
3.	 “F”	Fine, little or no wear, no creases or tears, all elements present.
4.	 “VG”	Very Good, all contents and cover intact, creases allowed, but everything legible.
5.	 “G”	Good, all contents and cover intact, possible tears, creases, dirt and wear.
6	 “f”	Fair, all contents intact, cover in place.
7.	 “p”	Poor, readable copy with all contents present.

In addition, a notation, “A”, may be used to identify “autographed” items (eg: HCAXF means a Hard Cover copy, autographed and in Extra Fine condition)

Items not in mass-market paperback format are identified by an additional, first entry as follows:

	“HC” is “Hard Cover”
	“PB” is Trade Paperback, oversized in several varieties.
	“DG” is Digest sized magazine.
	“CB” is Comic Book format.
	“MG” is magazine format in any one of several sizes.
	“Print” is used to describe items printed from electronic sources.
	“PH” is used for Pamphlets.  These also may come in varying sizes.


Additional entries may appear in this column.  “not wanted” is used to signify that the Item is not properly of a class to be listed here but is carried for expository purposes.  A dollar figure gives the cheapest price recently listed for a reasonably good copy of the item.

Finally, numbers in parentheses [eg: PH/XF (39)], may follow certain entries.  These will occur only when the listed item is part of a limited numbered run and will signify the number of the copy in my collection.

	FORMAT:


This gives the format of the item, which may be as follows:
1.	Short Story	less than twenty pages of narrative.
2.	Novela		Twenty to eighty pages of narrative
3.	Novelette	Eighty to one hundred twenty pages of narrative.
4.	Novel		More than one hundred twenty pages of narrative.
5.	Article		Short narrative, usually specialized and less than one page
6.	Pun		Short narrative, usually one page or less, ending in a Pun.
7.	Poem		Rhymed, measured narrative.
8.	Chapter		Segment of a larger work, often not Sherlockian.
9.	Play		Unspecified length play
10.	1-Act Play	A One Act Play (2-Act & 3-Act also allowed)
11.	Movie Script	Actual script or Novelization thereof.
12.	Puzzle		Narrative puzzle, with solution available

Several additional, self-explanatory entries are used, where appropriate.

	MEDIA:


This is used to give the first, known publication format.  Generally this will be “Hard Cover,” “Trade Paperback,” “Paperback,” “Internet,” “Pamphlet,” “Digest,” “Newspaper,” “Comic Book” or “Magazine.”    In addition, “Unknown,” “Privately Published” and other, self-explanatory entries may be used for oddities.

Some entries will include notations such as “cc nnn.”  In these cases, the item was issued in a limited number of copies and “nnn” gives that number (eg: Pamphlet 1000cc).  In a few cases, limited publication included varying numbers of different format.  In that case, one may guess at the meaning of the several numbers listed (eg: 35/100 cc).

	PUBLICATION:


This is used primarily to cite the magazine issue and date for items initially published thus.  It can also be used when an item has appeared in multiple anthologies and/or collections.  For magazines, the format is  as follows: Magazine Name [Volume ###, Item ##,MM/DD/YYYY] (eg: AHMM [V33,#5,04/1998]).  Some magazines are published as Winter (WI), Spring (SP), Summer (SU) or Autumn (AU) issues and the date is given as “SS/YYYY.”

	Principal Character (not SH):


This column is used to record Canonical and historical/fictional characters cited in the item.  No entries are made for Sherlock Holmes, Doctor Watson or their analogues, unless the analogues are the only important characters.  This allows using a “Search” to find individuals or thematic data on particular subjects.  Use of “Jumbo” or “Time Travel” or “Challenger” will find pastiches involving those subjects.  In addition, appearances of popular Canonical characters may be monitored.  When all items in the database have had appropriate entries made, this can be used to count appearances of characters or themes with mechanical processes.  At present, only about 25% of the items have been processed for these entries.

As a final note, the spreadsheet is set up to be printed, in landscape mode, on Legal size paper (14 ½” by 11 ½”).  It will take 80 and more pages with a pretty fine type size.  This is quite legible on my old P4450i so most newer printers should be able to handle the font.  There is, however, a problem.  This is a spreadsheet, so individual cells may hold more information than can be displayed in the width allowed their columns for print purposes.  The column width selections I have made should minimize this occurrence and restrict it to columns with lower priority data on printed copies.



